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Vol. No. XXII, No. 1
H E R E c o R D
January 19, 1993
NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Record, please submit your information by attaching
~ a WordPerfect document to an email-message sent to Jane McBride (JMCBRIDE). All notices
must include your name, your email address andlor a telephone number where you can be reached
during the day. If applicable, please include the name of your student organization. All information
must be submitted by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN MATASAR
Welcome back! Another year, a few more inches of insulation added under the belt, and several broken
resolutions later, it's great to be in Chicago where the sun appears (once in a while) and you have all
survived finals.
This week brings many new things: a president, perhaps a new direction for our country's legal system,
and, of course, a new semester. New events present us with wonderful opportunities. We can rededicate
ourselves to learning, the quest to serve others, and the feeling of accomplishment that come from doing
/ one's job well. I hope that each of us will aim as high as we can imagine, and that we will reach at least
some of our goals. I know that we cannot be satisfied with the status quo; in our never-ending quest to
improve, we will.
It's great to back. Stop by in "Deanland'<-lt'a always great to hear of your successes (and even of your
noble failures). Have a great first week!
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
Welcome back! I hope you had a wonderful vacation and will have a rewarding semester.
Registrar's Announcements
There are several important announcements in the Registrar's section of this Record, including procedures
and deadlines for adding and dropping courses and waiving insurance coverage. Please review these
announcements carefully.
1993-1994 Academic Calendar
The 1993-1 994 academic calendar is attached to The Record.
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Preliminary Summer Schedule
January 19, 1993
The preliminary 1993 summer schedule is attached to The Record. Some additions and other changes may
be made before the schedule is finalized. Students may register for a maximum of six credit hours during
the summer session.
Some students have suggested that Trial Advocacy or another course be scheduled on Saturday during the
summer session. If" a 3-hour class could be arranged, it would meet five hours each Saturday for eight
weeks. Please email me (HCHAPMAN) within the next week if you may be interested in taking a Saturday
class and indicate what course(s) you would be interested in taking.
Certificate in International and Comparative Law
Graduating seniors who need one additional seminar to fulfill the requirements for the new Certificate in
lnternational and Comparative Law should email me as soon as possible.
Code of Conduct Amendments
On December 8, 1992, the faculty adopted the following amendments to the Code of Conduct which
became effective as of that date. The stricken language is current Code language that has been deleted.
The language in bold-underlined type is new language added 'to the Code,
(1) Section 6-5(b) of the Code of Conduct is amended as follows:
Whenever a student is convicted of violating this Code, a notation to that
effect shall be made on the individual's transcript. However, if tA9 TFibYRal
lie'4:eFFRiRes '4:Aa'4: '4:Ae '/isla'4:iSR 'Iyas lie FRiRiFRis, '4:A9 TFibYRal FRay sFlieF '4:Aa'4: RS
Rsta'4:isR be FRa«:ie SR tAe iR«:ii'li«:iYal's '4:FaRs6Fipt. if the Tribunal unanimously
determines that the interests of justice so require, the Tribunal may suspend
the entry of said notation on conditions it deems appropriate.
. ,
(2) Section 6-5(b) of the Code of Conduct is amended by adding the following sentence at the end
thereof:
Whether or not the violation is noted on the transcript, it will be reported to
appropriate licensing authorities.
[Comment: The Character and Fitness Committee of the Illinois Bar and similar committees of other states'
bars require the law school to report all convictions of ethical violations. The law school has always
reported convictions, even if no notation was made on the student's transcript. This amendment to the
Code of Conduct was made to give students notice of this practice and to avoid the inference that omitting
the transcript notation will mean that the Character and Fitness committees will not be informed of the
conviction. ]
(3) §6-6 of the Code of Conduct is amended to read as follows:
Following imposition of sanctions, the Tribunal shall notify the Convicted
Violator, inform the Prosecutor and publish findings of fact and conclusions
of law and the sanctions imposed, provided however that if the full opinion
in the case exceeds five pages in length, the Tribunal shall publish only a
summary thereof, not to exceed five pages, which will include a statement
that the full opinion is on file with the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.
The published notice shall be dated and shall remain posted for one week
while regular classes are in session.
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FROM THE REGISTRAR
Immunization Records
January 19, 1993
State law requires the university to have a record of immunizations for each student. The university is
going to 'cancel the registration of any student who has not submitted the appropriate records. The names
of students who have not submitted the records are listed on the second floor bulletin board. If your name
is on that list, please read the January 12, 1993 memo from Jim Novak to Jerry Brandes posted on the
bulletin board next to the list of names.
Program Changes
You may add an open course to your schedule until Monday, February 1, 1993.. Students on waiting lists
who have been accepted into previously closed courses are listed on the bulletin board; you may add the
course until Thursday, January 21, -1993. If you have not added the course by that date, the next
student(s) on the waiting list will be given the opportunity to add the course. Students will have two days
to add a course after they have been notified they are eligible to add the course. Students will be notified
by email and by a notice posted on the second floor bulletin board.
You may drop a course, other than a required course or clinical course, until the final exam or paper due
date. If you drop a course and reduce your credit hours for the semester, you will be charged tuition
according to the following schedule:
Date of Withdrawal
. ··during first week of the semester
second week
third week
after the third week
Tuition Charge
no charge
50% of tuition
75% of tuition
100% of tuition
To receive tuition credit, you must officially drop a course by submitting a signed Registration Change
Form to the Registrar's office. Your schedule must comply with the minimum and maximum hour
requirements in the academic regulations. Day students must take between 12 and 16 hours and Evening
students must take between 8 and 11 hours. A petition to waive these requirements must be approved by
Dean Chapman.
Student Insurance
All students registered for at least 12 credit -hours are automatically enrolled in the liT student insurance
plan regardless of whether they are in the Day or Evening Division. The cost of the basic student insurance
plan is $80 per semester and is included on your tuition bill.
Waiver of Student Insurance Coverage
If you are covered under another health plan and you want to waive the student insurance, a completed
waiver form with the appropriate documentation must be received by the insurance company by Februarv
15, 1993. Waiver forms are available in the Registrar's office. If your waiver is not received by the
insurer by this deadline, the university is automatically billed for your coverage and will not refund the
premium. At the bottom of the waiver form, the insurance company indicates it will acknowledge receipt
of a valid waiver form and lists a phone number to call if you do not receive an acknowledgement within
two weeks. If you submit a waiver, please make sure you obtain an acknowledgment from the insurer.
If you submitted a timely waiver form for the Fall semester, you do not have to submit another form for
the Spring semester.
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Spring 1993 Graduates
January 19, 1993
Please examine the Spring 1993 graduation list posted on the second floor bulletin board and make sure
your name appears exactly as you want it printed on your diploma. If there are any errors or omissions,
please advise the Registrar immediately. Graduating seniors must submit a diploma card by Friday,
February 26, 1993.
Loan Checks
A list of loan checks which have been received by the Registrar is posted on the second floor bulletin
board. This list is updated as checks are received. If your tuition account shows' a balance due; you must
endorse the entire check to the law school. If the loan check exceeds the tuition' balance, submit a refund
request and the refund check will be sent to the Registrar's office within 7-10 worklnqdavs,
Tuition Payments
If you elected the tuition installment plan, the second installment of $300 was due January 4, 1993 and
the third $300 installment will be due February 1, 1993. On March 1, 1993, 50% of the balance is due
and the remaining balance will be due April 1, 1993. You must make these payments to maintain your
registration. If your financial aid covers part of your tuition, refer to page 2 of the Registration Bulletin to
determine the installment amount due. Copies of the Registration Bulletin "are available in the Registrar's
office. You may make tuition payments in the Registrar's office by personal check, Visa or MasterCard.
You mavalso mail your payment to the liT Bursar's office at 3300 S. Federal, Chicago,' tt, 60616.
Fall Grades
Fall semester grades that have been submitted by the faculty are available on Kentnet. You may access the
grade program through any terminal in the law school. Grades are due within six weeks after the final
exam date or by February 3, 1993, if there was no final exam in the course.
Pass-Fail Election
You must submit two copies of the pass/fail election form or revocation of election by Monday, February
1, 1993. Please refer to the pass/fail rules and regulations posted on the bulletin board. Trial Advocacy
courses may not be taken on a pass/fail basis.
10 Validation Stickers
10 card validation stickers will be distributed in the cafeteria on Tuesday, January 19 and Wednesday,
January 20 from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.rn, "
FROM SSA PRESIDENT KWAME RAOUL
Welcome back. I know you are all so glad to be back. I witnessed those of you who were really anxious
to get back enjoying Intensive Trial Advocacy last week. You brave souls. I personally could not wait to
leave Florida's 80 degree weather, so I could come back to Chicago and walk around in the slush and
relish the wonderful Chicago wind (aka the "Hawk") blowing through my hair. Okay, I don't have any hair,
but I did before I came to law school.
As we begin spring semester and 1993, I would like to reflect upon what we all accomplished last
semester and year:
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ONE Ls -- You have completed a semester of law school and you are back for more. Congratulations, you
are half way through law school. Okay, I'm sorry, contrary to popular belief, first year is not the only
significant year in law school, but if you made it this far you are well on your way.
TWO Ls -- All of the stress of fall interviewing is over, so it is time to start looking for a summer job.
Don't worry, it will make you all better people if you have to search hard for your summer positions. Dean
Matasar always reminds me that fall interviewing is a rather new concept, and there was such a thing as
job hunting, before there was fall interviewing. Don't get discouraged. Oh, by the way, congratulations,
you are also halfway through law school.
Fellow graduating THREE Ls and FOUR Ls -- This is it. I won't congratulate you yet because I know how
likely you are to end your law school careers prematurely. It·ain't over 'til it's over. If what they say
about boring you to death third year is true at Chicago-Kent, it will only be because you let it be that way.
Student Organizations -- Well I'm glad to hear that most of you thought that we had many
accomplishments last semester. For the few of you who were dissatisfied with what student organizations
were able to accomplish and more importantly what the Student Bar Association contributed to student
activities, I hate to but I must reiterate that there are a number of avenues available to communicate your
complaints to the SBA. To make things easier I am calling the first of a series of meetings of all student
organization leaders on Wednesday, January 27 at 5: 15 p.m. I hope that most of you will be able to
attend or send a representative. I hope to have an even more active semester this spring than we did last
faiL After all, who is John Paul Stevens, Derrick Bell and Uana Rovner?
No seriously, I would like to thank and congratulate the student leaders who contributed to the success of
last semester. I hate to be like the street beggar that asks for $10 instead of spare change, but do you
have more to give?
Peace.
SPECIAL NOTICES
From Professor Ralph Brill:
I want to thank all of you who responded to my notice in the last Record asking for volunteers for the
Children's Legal Clinic. The response was very satisfying to me, and I know that Sue Davis and her staff
are very, very grateful for the help. The Clinic continues to receive widespread publicity; for example, Sue
Davis and Michelle Jordan (a Kent Alum) recently appeared on the Jerry Springer Show, and the clinic will
be featured in upcoming Court TV and 20/20 specials. It continues to do some wonderful things for some
very unfortunate kids. I would encourage any students who have some free time to volunteer to help.
Just call Sue Davis at 275-4371. Also, the fund-raiser for the clinic will be in February. Mike Singletary is
sponsoring a pool tournament, with many famous celebrities, sports and non-sports, participating. Some
student volunteers may be needed at that time for ticket taking, driving, etc. And tickets will be available
to the event, at relatively modest cost. Thanks again.
The Electronic Casebook Supplement
During the Spring, 1993, semester, Professor Ronald W. Staudt will explore the impact of an electronic
casebook supplement with his Intellectual Property II: Copyrights class. Professor Staudt has developed
an electronic supplement to the copyright casebook, Copyright for the Nineties, published by The Michie
Company. This electronic casebook supplement is a student notetaking tool written in a hypertext
environment. It contains:
the structure or map of the printed casebook but not the text of the cases,
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a software fink to the LEXIS/NEXIS services for use from home,
navigation buttons that carry the user up, down, back and forth through the hierarchical
table of contents, and
an outline generator that produces a preliminary outline organized by section and chapter of
the book hierarchy with all student notes.
The electronic supplement also includes the text of the Copyright Act of 1976, related statutory material
and definitions from the Copyright statute. Students can cut and copy text from the Copyright statute into
their notes, and can import LEXISINEXIS material into these notes.
The software program will be available on disc to all members of the class who wish to have a copy for
use on the individual student's personal computer. In addition, Professor Staudt will make notebook
computers, which contain this software, available on loan for members of this class who agree to be more
extensively involved in testing the software. Students' who participate in the notebook testing as part of
this project, will participate in various focus group discussions .and surveys designed to measure the impact
of this technology on legal education.
Scientist Who Discovered CFC-Ozone Connection, Susan Solomon, to Speak at .llr
Susan Solomon, who is credited with finding the connection between manmade CFC's and the holes in the
ozone layer above Antartica, and who earned her bachelor's degree in chemistry at liT, will speak in the
Smith-Olson Auditorium of Perlstein Hall on liT's Main Campus on Friday, January 29, 1993 at part of liT's
1993 Trustees' Distinguished Lectures series. Dr. Solomon isa senior scientist with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration's Aeronomy Laboratory. She was named 1992 Scientist of the Year by
R&D Magazine. In 1992, she was inducted into the National Academy of Sciences, becoming the
youngest current member of the U.S. government's official advisory panel on questions concerning science
and technology. The title of her January 29 presentation is "Ozone Depletion: New Findings and Future
Forecasts." Call 312-567-5777 to reserve a seat.
Other lecturers in the series include Dr. Chang-Lin Tien, Chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley,
February 26; Dr. Robert A. Frosch, Vice President of General Motors Research, April 8, and Dr. Arno A.
Penzias, Vice President of Research, AT&T Bell Laboratories, April 30.
Professor Anita Bernstein to speak Jan. 26
Professor Anita Bernstein will be back with us for only a few short days!!!! Come hear her speak on her
work in progress regarding comparative sexual harassment law and how sexual harassment affects
employee productivity. Tuesday, January 26 at 11:45, room TBA. Sponsored by Women in Law.
CBA Sponsors Large Firm Matching Program for Minorities
For the third year, the Chicago Bar Association is sponsoring a special project to provide large firm,
summer associate opportunities for first-year Illinois law students who are members of groups, such as
African American, Hispanic and Asian, that have been historically underrepresented in large law firms. The
goal of this program is to expose students from traditionally underrepresented groups to the large law firm
environment by participation in a Jaw firm's summer program.
Chicago-Kent College of Law has accepted the CBA's invitation to participate in the program. Chicago-
Kent will provide the CSA with the names of two to three students selected from the categories of groups
described above 1) who are interested in being a first-year summer associate at a large firm and 2) whom
the law school believes would benefit most from the experience.
The CSA will randomly match Chicago-Kent with a participating law firm. The firm will then interview the u\
Chicago-Kent candidates and select a single student to take part in its Summer Program.
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The availability of a law school-law firm match will of course be dependent upon an adequate number of
participating law firms. The hope is that there will be at least nine participating law firms so that each
Illinois law school can be matched toa firm.
Any student wishing to be considered should submit a letter, addressed to Assistant Dean Judith
Saunders, explaining why he or she is interested in serving as a summer associate at a large firm and
providing any other information that would be useful in the application process. Applicants should attach a
resume.
This application packet will be reviewed along with first-semester law school grades and other indicia of
past performance. Your law school professors also will be contacted. Based on the available information,
the law school will select the two to three candidates who show the most potential to excel in this
program and refer those students to the CSA. The dean has appointed several faculty and staff members
to act as the selection committee.
Applications should be submitted to Assistant Dean' Saunders' office no later than 5:00 g.m.. Wednesday,
February 3, 1993.
Study Abroad Grants
The Institute of International Education (lIE) is pleased to announce the availability of grants in the amount
of $1,000 each to students at Midwest colleges and universities for overseas study in 1993-1994. Any
student enrolled in an accredited undergraduate or graduate degree program is eligible to apply.
Winners will be selected on the basis of their study plan, their letter of recommendation, and their
statement of ·proposed study. Applications must be received in the liE office by March 19. Grant winners
will be announced by April 15. Further details are available in Dean Chapman's Office, Room 320.
Tuition Prepayment Option for Part-Time Students
The university has agreed to implement a tuition prepayment program for part-time students starting the
summer 1993 semester. Details about the discount available to students who enroll for less than 12 hours
will be published later this spring.
Wall Street Journal Subscriptions
Students and faculty who would like a discount subscription to The Wall Street Journal can sign up on the
sheet posted on Prof. Hablutzel's office door (Room 829) or send him an email message (PHABLUTZEL).
Indicate: your name and your mailing address; whether your desired subscription is for one year ($69.50),
six months ($39.00), 15 weeks ($22), and your anticipated date of graduation. The paper starts arriving
about two weeks after the list is sent in (Monday, January 25 and again Tuesday, February 2).
Subscribers will be billed directly from The Journal.
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Ronald Staudt's article "Law Office Automation -- Approaching the Millenium," will be published
in the first issue of Oxford University's new International Journal of Law and Information Technology
which is to appear in February or ~arch 1993.
The United States Tax Court recently decided a case in which Visiting Professor Steve Johnson
represented the Government. The Tax Court decided the case in favor of the Government, holding that for
pre-1 990 tax years, the penalties under former Internal Revenue Code Sections 6653 (negligent
understatement of tax) and 6661 (substantial understatement of tax) could be imposed conjunctively on
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the same taxpayer for the same conduct in the same tax year. Schwartz v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, T.C. Memo. 1992-677,64 T.C.M. 1384.
Professor Evelyn Brody spent two weeks in Washington helping the Clinton Transition Team produce a
briefing book for the incoming Internal Revenue Service Commissioner and Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for Tax Policy. The 10-person tax team was directed by U.C.L.A. professor Sam Thompson, who
started up Kent's L.L.M tax program. They interviewed current and former top IRS, Treasury, and Capital
Hill officials and staff, reviewed agency material, and wrote descriptions of the agency's structure,
operations, and problems and challenges it faces.
Professor Fred Abbott was elected chair-elect of the International Law Section of the AALS. He will hold
this position for two years.
Professor Philip Hablutzel will chair an all-day seminar for the Illinois State Bar Association's section of
Commercial, Banking & Bankruptcy Law on Friday, January 22, in Bloomington, IL. The seminar will cover
new developments in bankruptcy practice, recently adopted amendments to the Uniform Commercial Code
and will feature a panel discussion of the increased exposure of law firms which advise banks under the
Kay Scholar case. The entire program will be repeated in Chicago on January 28.
Professors Marc Kadish, Dave Thomas and Bartram Brown appeared on John Calloway's - Chicago
Tonight- on WTTW over the semester break. Professor Kadish appeared on the show December 28th
when the topic was the Weinberger pardon. Professor Kadish also appeared on the Chicago Tribune's new
24 cable news channel, "Chicaaoland TV, - Friday, January 15, in an interview regarding the Palentine
investigation. Professor Thomas appeared on the Calloway show January 11 when the topic was the
Palentine murders investigation. Professor Thomas also provided commentary to The Daily Herald, WBBM
Radio and Chicagoland TV on the investigation. Professor Brown appeared on the Calloway show January
13th when the topic was the situation in Iraq. Professor Sheldon Nahmod was interviewed by WNUA on
them Bray U.S. Supreme Court decision, which aired January 13 and 14.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
First Year Students: Take a Tour of the Career Resource Center!
This week we will be offering tours of the Career Resource Center in room 360. Find out what materials
the Career Services Office has available for your use and learn how Career Services organizes research
materials.
If you are interested in attending one of this week's tours, stop by Career Services in advance of the tour
to sign-up. Tour groups are limited to 10 students...
Tours will be offered at the following times:
Tuesday, January 19
Tuesday, .Januarv 19
Wednesday, January 20
Wednesday, January 20
Thursday, January 21
Thursday, January 21
11 :45 a.rn, - 12:15 p.m.
12:20 p.m, - 12:50 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m,
3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m, - 11 :00 a.m,
4: 15 p.m. - 4:45 p.m,
8
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Spring Semester Office Hours
New office hours are in effect for the spring 1993 term. Our hours will be:
January 19, 1993
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
8:30 a.m, - 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m, - 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m, - 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m, - 5:00 p.m.
On"e of our career strategists, Deborah Villa, will be available for counseling by appointment on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings.
We will also be open two Saturdays per month from 10:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m. The list of Saturday dates we
will be open during the spring term is as follows:
January 23
February 6
February 20
March 6
March 20
April 3 "
April 17
May 1
May 15
Did You Participate in Fall 1992 On-Campus Interviewing? If so,
Did You Turn in Your Follow-up Survey Printout?
If you participated in Fall 1992 On..Campus Interviewing, you should have received a letter from Lisa
Abrams asking you to complete a computer generated follow-up survey.
If you haven't returned your follow-up survey, please stop by Career Services to pick up and complete a
duplicate survey. It will only take you a few seconds to complete the survey--and it will provide Career
Services with the information we need to evaluate the effectiveness of the interview program.
Even if you received no second interviews, you need to complete the survey. Please stop by to complete
your survey form by Friday, January 29th!!
An Update on the Midwest Public Interest Law Career Conference
Students who have registered for the Midwest Public Interest Law Career Conference on February 27,
1993 should immediately pick up their informational packet and interview preferencing materials from the
Career Services Office.
Interview preferencing materials are"due to the Career Services Office no later than Thursday, January
21st! This is a final deadline!
So far, seventeen employers plan to conduct interviews at the conference. Eight additional employers plan
to participate in "table talk," an informational exchange with students.
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If you did not preregister for the conference, you can still participate in the "table talk" informational
exchange with the employers. The "table talk" sessions will be held from 9:00 a.m. to noon on Saturday,
February.27th, at Northwestern Law School, 357 E. Chicago Avenue, Chicago.
You are also invited. to attend the.panel discussion presented from 11:00 a.rn, to 12:30 p.m, The panel
discussion is entitled "Public Interest War Stories." It will feature public interest attorneys who recently
graduated from law school. The panelists will share stories about how they found their jobs and share
advice for those entering the public interest job market.
How Can You, Find. A Public Interest or Government Job? Hear What Ron Fox, National
Specialist in Public Interest Law Careers, Has to Say About the Public Interest Job Search
As a kickoff to the Midwest Public Interest Law Career Conference, Mr. Ron Fox, Executive Director of the
Public Interest Law Career Center in Cambridge, MA, is presenting a workshop on how to locate public
interest law/government opportunities. Ron Fox is probably the best known national figure in public
interest law career planning.
Ron's workshop, titled "Finding the Way," will be presented on Friday, ·February 26 from 3:30 p.m, -5:00
p.m. at Northwestern Law School, 357 East Chicago Avenue. If you plan to attend, please sign up on the
sign up sheet in the Career Services Office.
Ron will also run a second workshop on Saturday, February 27th, the focus of which will be practice areas
in public interest law. The workshop will include networking techniques and make use of breakout
sessions. This Saturday workshop will be held from 2:00 p.m, to 3:30 p.m. at Northwestern Law School,
357 East Chicago Avenue.
Do You Plan to Take the Illinois Bar Exam Someday?
If the answer to the above question is "YES!", then mark your calendar for Friday, January 29th at 2:00
p.m. in room 370, when you'll have the opportunity to attend "Helpful Hints for the Bar Examination."
Peter Lousberg, President of the Illinois State Bar Association, and Stuart Duhl, member of the Board of
Admissions to the Bar, will be speakers at the program.
Stuart Duhl actually writes questions for the essay portion of the Illinois Bar Exam--he will field your
questions about both the essay portion and the Multistate portion of the Illinois Bar. Peter Lousberg will
discuss how the ISBA can help you in your practice once you are admitted.
All students who plan to take the Illinois Bar Exam should attend this event! Don't miss what will
definitely be an important and revealing look at what to expect from the Bar Exam!
If you plan to attend, please sign up on the sign-up sheet in Career Services by January 26th.
Resume Writing Workshop
If you missed the resume workshop first semester, or if you're considering revising your resume to increase
its effectiveness, come to our spring resume writing workshop. Lisa Abrams will present this program on
Tuesday, February 2nd at 11:·45 a.m. The room will be announced in next week's Record.
.National Association for Law Placement 1993 National Apartment Exchange
!
\
The National Association for Law Placement (NALP) sponsors a National Apartment Exchange that assists
students in finding and subleasing summer housing by listing apartments available and summer sublets l)\
sought throughout the United States. Each year over 1000 law students list apartments they will be
leaving for the summer. You can list your apartment-or your interest in finding one in a particular city.
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Information and forms for those listing or seeking housing are available in Handout #51 in the Career
Services Office. Forms are due to the National Association for Law Placement by February 19 and late
forms cannot be accepted.
Job Opportunity for 1993 G~~d.s Interested in Intellectual Property
Whyte & Hirschboeck, S.C., a 55 attorney Milwaukee based law firm has an opening in their Milwaukee
office for an attorney to join their intellectual property practice upon graduation from law school and
admission to the Wisconsin Bar.
Further information is available in Handout #52 in the Career Services Office.
Are You Considering a Summer Abroad?
If you're thinking about studying abroad. thls .summer, take a look at the study abroad information
contained in the January 1993 Student Lawver. For your convenience, this Student Lawver article has
been reproduced as Handout #50 in the Career Services Officell
Missing. Career Resource Books
The Career Services Office is continually striving to update present resource materials and add new books,
directories, and periodicals. We just completed our yearly inventory of materials and learned· that $1800
worth of resource materials have been lost(checked out but not returned) or stolen during the last year.
That means that this year, over 50% of our budget for new resource materials will. go to replacing missing
books and directories. We're concerned about this problem--and we're disappointed that we are unable to
add the new materials we planned to purchase this year.
Please be considerate of other students and make sure to return the books you checked out to Career
Services on time and take time to properly check the books back in! If you need to extend the due date of
a book you've checked out, please call us. We appreciate your help! .. ;~
OTA Congressional Fellowship Program 1993-1994
The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) is seeking outstanding candidates from academia, business
and industry, and the public sector for its Congressional Fellowship Program. Up to six Fellows will be
selected for a one year appointment in Washington,DC, usually beginning in September 1993.
The program provides an opportunity for individuals of proven ability to assist Congress in its deliberations
on science and technology issues affecting public policy and to gain a better understanding of the ways in
which Congress establishes national policy related to these issues.
Further information is available in Handout #53 in the Career Services Office. The deadline for applications
is Feb. 1, 1993.
UCLA Fellowship for Training Minority and Women Scholars in the Field of Public
International Law and Institutions
The UCLA School of Law announces the availability of a fellowship, made possible by funds from the Ford
Foundation, for training a minority or a woman scholar in the field of public international law and
institutions. The fellowship covers all expenses, including a summer internship opportunity, and extends
for two academic years. Upon successful completion of the program, an LL.M. degree will be awarded.
Detailed application information is available in Handout #54 in the Career Services Office. The application
deadline is March 1, 1993.
11
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Summer Internships with the Internal Revenue Service
January 19, 1993
Handout #55 contains detailed information about summer intern opportunities with the Internal Revenue
Service. The National Office of the Chief Counsel hosts a summer intern program in Washington DC (first
year students are urged to apply by February 1stl, The Chicago District Counsel office also seeks
candidates for their internship program. Application information for-both offices is contained in Handout
#55.
COMPUTER RESOURCES
Dial-In Software
Have you purchased your dial-in software yet? Copies are available in the Chicago-Kent Bookstore for
$30.00
With the dial-in software you can LOGIN to KentNet from your home computer (equipped with a modem).
Current .services available via remote access are email (send and receive), grades and Chicago-Kent
classifieds. Services under development include downloading CALI lessons and receiving files attached to
email messages.
Fall 1992 Grades
Approximately 25 percent of the grades from Fall Semester have been posted on KentNet. The turn-
around time between submission of grades to the -Registrar and their posting on KentNet depends on the
rate at which grades are input at the Main Campus. Please be patient. We will be checking the Main
Campus VAX daily, and will update the listings as new entries are available. ( -'~
\ ./
If you have any other difficulty accessing your grades, contact John Mayer at (312) 906-5302. Remember
to include your full name, your LOGIN name and social security number when you leave a voice mail
message.
Help Docs
What's my Internet address? How do I use Wordperfect fonts? Can I make a section symbol outside of
WordPerfect? Is there an easy way to create mailing lists and merge letters?
These and other questions are answered in Help Docs. Help Docs are 1-2 page instructions for frequently
used features of applications. Help Docs are located in Lab 700 on the literature racks. The list of titles is
constantly growing; if you would like to see a particular Help Doc topic, email your suggestion(s) to
Josephine McEntee (JMCENTEE).
Exams on Computer
Exams are over . . . for now. Here are a few statistics from Fall Semester.
o of the 12 days scheduled for exams, there was only one day (Saturday, December 19) that
had no exams on computer scheduled;
o 737 exams were taken on computer;
a the most exams taken on computer in a single day -- 129 -- was Tuesday, December 22;
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the fewest exams taken on computer in a single day -- 17 -- was Tuesday, December 15;
final laser printouts of exams consumed 15 reams of paper and two laser jet toner
cartridges;
the most frequently asked questions about exams:
How do I make a header?
Do I need to bring diskettes?
Where do I start and end my exam7
Is it too late to sign up?
the most frequent mistake on exams:
FORGETTING TO PUT THE EXAM NUMBER IN A HEADER.
This semester, as was done last semester, the Computer Center will hold "How to Take Your Exam on
Computer" sessions to acquaint students with the procedures. Watch for class days and times in this
section of the Record.
Email Stations
The XT is dead, long live the 386sx/33! The EXTREMELY SLOW email stations have been upgraded to
swifter, faster machines. Still located on the Concourse, in the cafeteria and in the alcove by the 2nd
Floor lockers, the enhanced email stations boast a more powerful CPU (Central Processing Unit) that
executes commands and delivers information in a timely fashion. Don't be fooled by the old "green
screens"; seated beneath each of them is the speedy email delivery system you asked for. Check it outl
Help Desk .Volunteers
During Fall Semester, the Computer Center was fortunate to have student volunteers staff the HELP DESK
in Lab 700. Collectively, they provided more than 500 troubleshooting hours. We extend our thanks to:
Dominick Grillo
Ian Greengross
Martin Cordero
Eugene Kuo
Ralph Krisher
Todd Miller
Leslie Slater
Buck Foss
Greg Bell
Deborah Caldwell
Michelle Sibley
Romi Bose
Laura Wallace
Kay Gemrich
David Miller
Derek Caldwell
Kerri Kamis
We can never have too many volunteers. Aside from the obvious perks: chocolate chip cookies, free laser
quality printing, brownies, working on sundry Computer Center projects, chocolate cake, developing
marketable network and PC skills, chocolate cheesecake pie; volunteers are in the unique position to beta
test services and influence the computing environment at Chicago-Kent.
If you would like to volunteer two hours minimum of your time each week, contact Josephine McEntee via
email (JMCENTEE), or call her at (312) 906-5660.
LEXIS and WESTLAW Student Representatives
Contact any of the Student Representatives listed below for help with the respective services.
WESTLAW REPs
LEXIS REPs
TMILLER/KENTNET
RBOSE/KENTNET
KKAMIS/KENTNET
TGLASGOW/KENTNET
JSTETKIS/KENTNET
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STUDENT WRITING CONTESTS
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The American College of Legal Medicine says, "Put It on Paper and Pocket $1 ,OOO!" Prepare an
outstanding paper on Legal Medicine, and $1,000 can be yours. Also, consideration is given to the winner
for publication in the Journal of Legal Medicine and other College publications.
Deadline: February 1, 1993
The Catholic University of America (CUA) Communications Law Institute is holding its 5th Annual Writing
Contest in memory of the late Stephen G. Thompson, who was an adjunct instructor act CUA. Sponsored
in conjunction with Professor Thompson's former law firm, Wiley, Rein & Fielding -- a leading Washington,
D.C. communications law firm, the competition is calling for papers covering communications law.
Deadline: February 15, 1993
The American Association of Attorney-Certified Public Accountants (AAA-CPA) Foundation which
promotes the professions of law and accounting recently announced an essay contest for the 1992-93
academic year. The contest is designed for students interested in the disciplines of law and accounting.
The topic of the 1993 contest is "Solicitation of Clients in the Dual Practice of Law and Public
Accounting." The grand prize is $2,500.
Deadline: March 1, 1993
Community Associations Institute Research Foundation announces its Byron Hanke Fellowship for Graduate
Study. Fellowships in the amount of $2,500 are available to law students whose studies relate to
community associations generally and to the topic of the candidate's proposed community associations
research project. Deadline: March 1, 1993.
"How would you explain to a lawyer struggling to makea living that he or she has a higher calling than
maximizing income, and that you can do well while struggling good? The American.Bar Association's
Standing Committee on Professionalism seeks papers addressing this topic for its 1992 .Robert McKay
Professionalism Writing Competition. Aimed to foster a heightened awareness .amona today's law
students, the purpose of the competition is toemphasizethe importance of professional·responsibility and
to help to assure that the future leaders of the bar will maintain high principles of integrity and dedication
to the legal system and the public. Named for the late Robert B. McKay in recognition of his special
achievements and interest in making professionalism an integral part of legal education, two cash prizes
will be awarded in the amount of $2,500 and $1,500 for first and second place essays respectively.
Additionally, the winning essays will be published in The Professional Lawver, or some other suitable
Association publication. Deadline: March 1, 1993
The Roscoe Pound Foundation offers awards of $3,000,$2,000 and $1,000 to the authors of winning
essays on the environmental topic of "Global Climate Change: Treaties, Laws, and Legal Remedies." The
following are to be discussed: 1) What are the options for the United States? 2) What can individual
states do? 3) What is the role of the court system?
Deadline: March 31, 1993
The National Energy Law and Policy Institute of the University of Tulsa College of Law announces its
Energy law Essay Competition for 1992-1992. The prize for the best essay is $750. Only essays
prepared between April 1, 1992 and March 31, 1993 will be accepted. The topic may be on any legal
subject related to energy, including traditional subjects in oil and gas law; federal\state regulation of natural
resources; development of energy resources on state, federal or private lands; nuclear power; utilities; solar
energy; international aspects of energy; or similar topics.
Deadline: March 31, 1993
/
The International Association of Defense Counsel announces its 1993 Legal Writing Contest. Entries must
be the original work of a single author, not previously published, on a subject of the author's choice in the ..
fields of insurance, torts, civil procedure, evidence or other areas of the law of practical concern to lawyers
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engaged in the management and defense of civil litigation. Three monetary prizes will be awarded: $2,000
for first, $1,000 for second and $500 for third. Winning and honorable mention entries will be made
available for publication in Defense Counsel Journal.
Deadline: April 6, 1993
The American Law Institute-American Bar Association Committee on Continuing Professional Education
announces the 4th Annual ALI-ABA CLE Essay Contest. It is open to all law students. The topic is: Can
(Should) Lawyers Publicize Their CLE Accomplishments, as Students or Teachers, to Attract Clients? The
first place prize is $1,000 and publication in The CLE Journal and Register.
Deadline: April 15, 1993
The Food and Drug Law Institute will sponsor three writing scholarships for students attending a law
school at which Food and Drug Law and/or Administrative Law courses are.provided. Offered for the
1993-1994 academic year, eligibility includes completion or future enrollment in a course in Food and Drug
Law and/or administrative Law for all degree candidates in good standing who will receive either a J.D. or
an LL.M. during 1994. A paper of publishable quality on a subject relevant to the field of Food and Drug
Law is required. Scholarships: $5,000
Deadline: April 23, 1993
The Food and Drug Law Institute announces its annual H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing Competition
for $3,000, $2,000 and $1,000 -- first, second and third prize respectively. Named for the late H. Thomas
Austern, renowned food and drug law attorney for more than fifty years who was also known as the "dean
of the food and drug bar," this competition encourages law students to develop papers in the areas of law
that affect foods, drugs, cosmetics and devices. Winning papers will be considered for publication inthe
Food and Drug Law Journal. Deadline: May 15, 1993
The American Intellectual Property Law Association announces the Robert C. Watson Award for 1993, for
the best student article submitted on a subject relating to the protection of intellectual property written or
published between August 1, 1992 and July 31, 1993. The prize is $2,000.
For more information on these student writing contests. please contact Dean Chapman's office in Room
320d. ext. 5133. .
ORGANIZATIONS
Black Law Student Association (BLSA)
There will be a general meeting on this Saturday, January 24, at 11:30 a.m, Room to be announced.
Evening Law Students Society
Evening students should notice that the Placement Office will be holding later hours Wednesday and
Thursday this semester, and also please note the Saturday hours.
Please also note that a tuition prepayment program, which provides a bit of a discount, has been approved
for part-time students. Jim Snodgrass successfully campaigned for this change.
Kent Commentator
Welcome back to all students! Oh, sure, break was nice, but the law school challenge is better, right?
What better way to involve yourself than by writing for the paper? The Editor and staff of the Kent
Commentator invite you to join them in exploring the complex and touchy topics of the law school, the
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legal work environment, and the world. If you are interested, please contact June Edvenson (JEDVENSO)
or Jordan Marsh (JMARSH) by email. It is guaranteed fun, is a feather in the hat of your accomplishments,
and takes a small amount of time each month.
Three issues of the Commentator will be printed this term. The first issue of spring term will appear in
February. The absolute deadline for the February issue is Friday, February 12 at exactly 5:00 p.m. All
copy must be submitted in paper form to the Commentator office, C-S6 or the mailroom mailbox by that
time.
I would like to especially encourage articles for the February issue concerning the law school itself - its
processes, problems and perceived needs for change. Contributions in the form of articles, letters, prose,
poetry, -comedv and opinion are invited from all members of the Chicago-Kent community. For further
information 'or editorial guidance, contact us at any time. Looking forward to a great 1993 and ·more great
news from the Kent Commentator! --June Edvenson
Law Review
CHICAGO-KENT LAW REVIEW has published issue 67:3, Symposium on the Law and Economics of Local
Government. This symposium is a compilation of papers presented by law and economics scholars for the
John M. Olin Conference on Law and Economics at the University of Virginia in November 1991.
Copies-of-issue 67:3 are available between the staircases to the student lounge area on the -. lower
concourse level. Issue 67:3 is the fifth issue published since last June. Other recent issues are:
67:2 Symposium on Parliamentary Participation in the Making and Operation of Treaties (Fred Abbott)
67:1 Symposium on the Seventh Circuit ass Criminal Court (Adam Kurland)
66:3 Symposium on Labor Arbitration Thirty YearsAfter the Steelworkers Trilogy (Martin Malin)
66:2 Symposium on Statutory Interpretation (William Popkin)
Please stop by to pick up a copy of the new issue as well as the previous issues.
Law Students' Action for Justice
LSAFJ is a unique group of law students who are committed to preserving (or regaining) the integrity of
the judicial system, are not afraid of hard work, and would like some real-world experiences.
Specifically, LSAFJ investigates potential cases of wrongful conviction, whether the case is one where the
convicted individual is innocent of the charges or a case where the system has failed to extend all of the
constitutional and procedural protection to the convicted. Our members work on real cases, some high-
profile, some not so high-profile.
If you are interest in applying the skills you have learned and are continuing to learn in law school, please
join us. The work is piling up. Only serious students need apply. If you have any questions or want
further information, contact Crystal Hoffman. (CHOFFMAN)
Student Bar Association
There will be a meeting of the SBA Board of Governors Thursday at 5:00 p.rn, Room TBA (check the SBA
bulletin board).
If you have not done so yet, it is not too late to fill out course evaluation forms for last semester. The
forms will be available in the SBA office.
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There will be a meeting of student organization presidents on Wednesday, January 27 at 5:15 p.m., Room
TBAo
Women in Law
Women in Law welcomes everyone back to Chicago-Kent. We have several programs planned this
semester including the speaking talents of Prof. Anita Bernstein early in the semester. Please look for
future notices about events and a welcome back meeting for all members and interested people.
Women-in-Law will be handling the subscription service for The New York Times during the Spring 1993
semester. The discounted rate is $21 for 70 issues beginning January 25, 1993 to May 7, 1993 (Spring
break and weekends are excluded). Please contact SCHEN @ KENTNET if you are interested.
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1993-94 AcADEMIc cALENDAR
FALL SEMESTER, 1993
Orientation
First day of J.D. classes
Labor Day holiday (no classes)
First day of graduate classes
Rosh Hashanah (no evening classes)
Rosh Hashanah (no classes)
Thanksgiving vacation
Saturday classes meet
Monday classes meet
Thursday classes meet
Wednesday classes meet
Thursday classes meet
Friday classes meet
Read period
Final examinations
Optional makeup days
Monday - Friday, August 16 - 20, 1993
Saturday, August 21, 1993
Saturday - Monday, September 4 - 6
Tuesday, September 7
Wednesday, September 15
Thursday, September 16
Wednesday, November 24 - Friday, November 26
Saturday, Novemberz?
Monday, November 29,
Tuesday, November 30
Wednesday, December 1
Thursday, December 2
Friday, December 3
Saturday, December 4 - Wednesday, December 8
Thursday, December 9 - Wednesday, December 22
Day Division: November 2,9, 16,23 (11:45 - 1:45)
Evening Div.. : 6 p.m., Oct. 22, 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19, Dec 1
Dr. King's Birthday (no classes)
First day of classes
Spring break
Last day of classes
Read period
Final examinations
Optional makeup days
Commencement
First day of classes
Memorial Day (no class)
Monday classes meet
Independence Day
Monday classes meet
Last day of classes
Optional makeup days
Read period
( Final examinations
~~/)
\dean\9394cal
SPRING SEMESTER 1994
Monday, January 17, 1994
Tuesday, January 18
March 27 - April 3
Monday, May 2
Tuesday, May 3 - Sunday, May 8
Monday, May 9 - Saturday, May 21
Day Div.: Mar. 15, 22, AprilS, 12, 19 (11:45 - 1:35) and
Tuesday, May 3, all day
Evening Div., 6 p.m.: Mar. 11, 18,Apr. 8, 15, 22, 29, May 3
Sunday, June 12, 1994
SUMMER SESSION, 1994
Monday, May 23, 1994
Monday, May 30
Friday, June 3
Monday, July 4
Friday, July 8
Thursday, July 14
Friday, June 17 and Friday, July 1
Friday, July 15 - Monday July 18
Tuesday and Wednesday, July 19 and 20
PRELIMINARY SUMMER, 1993 SCHEDULE of CLASSES
Classes meet from May 24 to July 15, 1993; final exams: July 20 and 21.
Number Course Instructor Credit Days Time Final Exam Room
391-051-03 Employment Relationships ',Yelnosky 03 MW 6:00 - 8:25 7/20 6:00
. 273-051-03 Evidence TBA ·03 MW 6:00 - 8:25 7/20 6:00
438-051-02 Hospital Law Tomes 02 MW 6:00 - 7:35 7/20 6:00
429-051-02 Negotiations1 Schoenfield 02 MW 6:00 - 7:35 No exam
415-051-02 Professional Responsibility Undgren 02 MW 6:00 - 7:35 No exam
555-051-03 - Trial Advocacy 12 TBA 03 MW 6:00 - 8:25 No exam
319-051-01 Native American Indian Problems Kadish 01 Wed 4:00 - 5:40 No exam
277-051-02 BusinessAssociations3 Scantlebury 02 IT ·6:00 - 7:35 7/21 6:00
270-051-03 Criminal Procedure Tomes 03 IT 6:00 - 8:25 7/21 6:00
307-051-03 Feminist Legal Theory Bonina 03 IT 6:00 - 8:25 7/21 6:00
416-051-03 Intell. Prop. 3: Unfair Competition Werth 03 IT 6:00 - 8:25 7/21 6:00
276-051-03 Personal IncomeTax4 Chapman 03 IT 6:00 -8:25 7/21 6:00
55~05~-P3 .TrialAdvocacy 12 TBA 03 IT 6:00 - 8:25 No exam
CLINICAL COURSES
Permission is required from the Law Offices to enroll in all clinical courses.
573-001-04 Judicial Externship
564-001-04 In-House Clinic Program I - Civil
564-002-04 In-House Clinic Program I - Criminal
. 567-001-04 In-House Clinic Program II - Civil
567-002-04 .·In-House Clinic Program II - Criminal
580-001-04 In-House Clinic Program 1- Tax
NOTES
Gross
Laser
Kadish
Laser
Kadish
Brown
04 W
04 M1T
04 M1T
04 TI
04 TI
04 M1T
11:50 - 12:45 No exam
.3:45 - 5:45 No exam
3:45 - 5:45 No exam
3:45 - 5:45 No exam
3:45 - 5:45 No exam
3:45 - 5:45 No exam
Prerequisites listed below must be completed prior to enrolling for the course for which they are required.
1 You must have completed 45 hours to take this course; Commercial Law, Evidence, Professional Responsibility
and Labor Law are recommended preparation.
2Evidence is a prerequisite.
srhis course will focus on Agency and Partnership law.
4 Personal IncomeTax is a prerequisite for Business Planning, Estate Planning, Gift & Estate Tax,
In-House ClinicalTax Program, Partnership Tax, Pensions, Taxation of Business Enterprises, Tax Policy
Seminar, Tax Planning for Intemational·Business, and all other tax courses.
,I . ~ ~ •
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